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MULTI-ACT EXPECTED OUTCOMES
A new governance model that can support MSRIs in improving
their governance and better evaluate collective impact
Guidelines for capturing “patient experiential knowledge”
across the health research and innovation path
A new model for the assessment of the research impact across
different dimensions (mission, excellence, economic, social and
patient-reported impacts).
A digital toolbox that can support users from a multistakeholder perspective and the impact of research according
to the patient's perspective
A set of guidelines to help in the use of the Integrated collective
research impact framework, that can assist the users in applying
the MULTI-ACT framework
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1. The multidimensional model: What was developed?

Development of the
scorecard for impact
measurement

Model of Collective
Research Impact and coaccountability

Collection of indicators
currently used to evaluate
health research

Multi‐stakeholder
accountability and
indicators

First version of
indicator database

Accountability steps
for how to co-select
indicators

Expert consultation and
engagement
Strategic working meeting and
interview protocol

Multi-Act Master
Scorecard
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Sample of CRIF
indicators

2. Building of the database and scientific foundation

Interviews

Literature review

Scorecard design
& development

954
Articles and
initiatives
searched

84

8 Key stakeholders

Literature
selected

1556
Indicators
collected

115
Indicators with
45 aspects
included in the
Master
Scorecard

168
Group of
indicators
categorized

Perceptions of health
research impact
Relevant
measurement aspects
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3. Master Scorecard: Why to use it in your
multi-stakeholder initiative?

• Flexible
• Not to be used as a fixed
set of indicators
• Starting point to be
applied and tested
• To be tailored to specific
projects/initiatives

Neutral and
customizable

• Adaptable
• Open to new indicators
as per specific needs

• Can be used, customized
and applied by a broad
range of users
• 115 indicators to be
tailored by the final user
for specific initiatives

Dynamic and
open

Usable
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• Catalogue of core and
additional indicators
covering a wide range of
aspects to assess the
impact of health research

Comprehensive

3. Master Scorecard: How to use it
5 CRIF
dimensions

• To define the accountability
perspective:
use the filter to select one
dimension (level 1)

45 aspects

115
indicators
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• To define the specific
assessment perspective:
use the filter to select one
aspect to be measured
(level 2)

• As a result you will find, for the
selected aspect: one core and
additional indicators (level 4)

3. Master Scorecard: How to use it

45 aspects

5 CRIF
dimensions

115
indicators

• All dimensions should be covered: at least 2
indicators per dimension.
• Suggested maximum number of indicators:
12.

Specific
Initiative
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3. Master Scorecard: Interaction with other phases
Effective
cooperation

Real patient
engagement

Governance of
multi
stakeholder
research
initiative

Patient reported
outcomes
measures and
engagement
guidelines

Multi-Act toolkit

Dashboard of
indicators:
excellence,
efficacy, social,
economic

Mission tailored
scorecard

Digital impact
assessment
tool
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4. Next steps: Integration with other phases
Integration of
patient reported
dimension (PRD
indicators)

Integration

Co-definition of the
guidelines both on an
operational level (how
to use the MSC) and
on a strategic level
(how to use the MSC in
the governance of the
HR&I model)

Operationalization
of scorecard, fine
tuning of
taxonomy and
translation into
the Toolbox

Testing indicators
and
implementation
of the MSC

Testing
adaptability of the
MSC to other
brain diseases

Coordination in
dissemination activities.
Managing of scientific
and educational
dissemination: different
dynamics in different
communities
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